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Abstract

Narrative screenplays follow a standardized format for
their parts (e.g., stage direction, dialogue, etc.) includ-
ing short descriptions for what, where, when, and how
to film the events in the story (shot headings). We cre-
ated a grammar based on the syntax of shot headings to
extract this and other discourse elements for automatic
screenplay annotation. We test our annotator on over a
thousand raw screenplays from the IMSDb screenplay
corpus and make the output available for narrative in-
telligence research.

Expert knowledge for storytelling is difficult to formal-
ize and hand-code, causing an authorial bottleneck problem
(Valls-Vargas, Zhu, and Ontanon 2016; Riedl and Sugandh
2008). Despite a long research history of encoding commu-
nicative knowledge as actions (Cohen and Perrault 1979;
Young and Moore 1994; Jhala and Young 2010), it isn’t
widely practiced in storytelling and resources are lim-
ited. Recent work with information extraction has shown
progress for informing narrative models from unannotated
narrative text (Chambers and Jurafsky 2008; Goyal, Riloff,
and Daumé III 2010; Valls-Vargas, Zhu, and Ontanon 2016)
and from crowdsourced examples (Li et al. 2013). However,
these models are still impoverished in the kinds of features
they use related to communication and scene-structure (e.g.,
sentiment analysis (Li et al. 2014; Reagan et al. 2016)).

Screenplays (film scripts) are unusual for narrative text
because they contain more structured discourse information
(Jhala 2008) than other narrative texts such as news sto-
ries (Chambers and Jurafsky 2008) or fables (Goyal, Riloff,
and Daumé III 2010; Valls-Vargas, Zhu, and Ontanon 2016)
which have received more attention. Screenplays follow a
standardized format for their parts (e.g., stage direction, di-
alogue, etc.) including short descriptions for what, where,
when, and how to film the events in the story (shot head-
ings). According to The Hollywood Standard (Riley 2009),
an authoritative guide to screenplay writing, these shot head-
ings follow a rigid syntax which we’ve formalized and im-
plemented as part of a screenplay parser. There are many
screenplays available online potentially provide a wealth of
information to inform a model of storytelling for different
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scenarios and genres.
In this paper, we introduce the elements of screenplays,

reveal our strategy for parsing these elements, and discuss
the progress of this project including results on parsing
raw screenplays from the Internet Movie Script Database
(IMSDb)1 whose annotations are made available for subse-
quent research (Winer 2017). Then, we present our approach
for extracting storytelling knowledge using the parser’s out-
put in the context of our high-level vision for narrative un-
derstanding.

Related Work

The idea of leveraging the standardized format of screen-
plays is not new. Jhala (2008) proposes automating movie
script annotations, citing the conventions and standard struc-
ture of movie scripts as motivation for extracting the wealth
of information they contain. An early approach by Vassiliou
(2006) describes grammar-based templates for extracting
categories of events in screenplays such as scene changes,
changes to location, and non-verbal communication. Scene
changes are detected by first locating the words day or night,
then search left for INT or EXT (and label everything be-
tween INT/EXT and day/night as a location). More recently,
Agarwal and colleagues (2014) experiment with machine
learning approaches for classifying each line in a screen-
play as either a scene boundary, stage direction, character
name, dialogue, or transition. They show machine learning
approaches perform better than a rule-based approach, citing
difficulty in the rule-based approach for detecting shot head-
ings when there is no INT/EXT present or when the heading
is not capitalized.

We found two main areas of research that have published
on extracting character dialogue from screenplays.
• In computational social science, the evolution of charac-

ter relationships in screenplays are mapped to a computa-
tional model of social networks using features like scene
co-occurrence and sentiment analysis (Qu et al. 2015).
Tsoneva and colleagues (2007) use these networks to help
automatically summarize movies. They segment screen-
plays by shot headings and extract speaker - dialogue
pairs for each segment, but do not use information em-
bedded in the shot headings.

1www.imsdb.com
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T Loc Type Subj ToD

α

Figure 1: Simplified shot heading automata starting at α

• In conversational dialogue systems, character dialogue is
used to train models for dialogue agents. Walker and col-
leagues (2012) annotate dialogue from the IMSDb corpus
to characterize and learn conversational personas for story
characters. Li and colleagues (2016) use character dia-
logue and subtitles in television series transcripts to train
speaker consistency in open-domain conversation.
Also relevant is the Movie Script Markup Language

(Van Rijsselbergen et al. 2009) which was developed to
computerize screenplays to facilitate interactive collabora-
tion among the various parties involved with producing film;
it is a language for creating screenplays which handles the
story logic and other internal pragmatics of shooting film.

Screenplay Elements

There are 4 basic format elements in screenplays (Riley
2009):

1. Shot Headings - begins each new scene or shot, and may
give general information about a scene’s location, type of
shot, subject of shot, or time of day

2. Direction - what is being seen or heard within the shot or
scene, may also include words or phrases in caps

3. Dialogue - name of character and actual words which are
spoken, including parenthetical character direction related
to the dialogue

4. Transitions - may appear at end of scene, indicates how
one scene links to the next

Shot Headings

According to The Hollywood Standard (Riley 2009), an au-
thoritative reference for screenplay formatting, shot head-
ings can include up to five pieces of information:

1. INT., EXT., or INT./EXT (interior or exterior)
2. Location (increasingly more specific locations separated

by hyphens)
3. Shot type (e.g., TRACKING, MED. SHOT, ANGLE ON)
4. Subject of the shot (a person, a place, an object, etc.)
5. Time of day (e.g., a date, NOON, DEAD OF NIGHT, etc.)

We cover how these elements are combined (see Figure
1 for a simplified automata representing how these elements
are combined). For simplicity, the first two pieces of infor-
mation will henceforth be called the setting.

A master shot heading starts with a setting, and then may
finish with a time of day, such as:

INT. CENTRAL PARK - DAY

Shot types may be followed by a hyphen or a preposition
indicating the way the shot is capturing the subject, such
as ”CLOSE - X” vs. ”CLOSE ON X”. Also, each piece of
information may include ”modifiers” (words or dates which
appear in parentheses).

EXT. WHITE HOUSE - SOUTH LAWN - CLOSE
ON CNN CORRESPONDENT - SUNSET (MARCH
15, 1999)

The use of INDY’S RUN in the following example from
Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark (Kasdan and
Lucas 1981) is unconventional because actions do not typi-
cally appear in shot headings, and only locations would ap-
pear before a shot type, so INDY’S RUN should be inter-
preted as a sub-location of THE JUNGLE.

EXT. THE JUNGLE - INDY’S RUN - CLOSE
ANGLE - DAY

Shot headings can also start with a shot type:

WIDE SHOT - RACETRACK AND EMPTY STANDS

sometimes on its own:

TRACKING SHOT

or the header can start with a time of day on its own:

DEAD OF NIGHT

or include just a subject of the shot:

RUDOLF

Master shot headings are sometimes interpreted as the be-
ginning of a scene, whereas other shot headings (without a
setting) are sub-scenes.

Grammar We created a grammar which models the syn-
tax of a shot heading according to our best interpretation of
The Hollywood Standard (Riley 2009):

α → Scene | Sho t | SUB | ( ST + Opt−ToD )
Scene → S e t t i n g + Opt−Sho t
S e t t i n g → T + Opt−H + p l a c e + Loc
T → ‘ INT . ’ | ‘EXT . ’ | ‘ INT . / EXT . ’
Sho t → ST + Opt−P + SUB
Loc → ‘−’ + ( Loc | p l a c e ) + Opt−M
SUB → Sub j + Opt−ToD
Sub j → ( p l a c e | p e r s o n | o b j ) + Opt−M
ToD → t i m e + Opt−M
ST → t y p e + Opt−M
Mod → ‘ ( ’ + WORDS digits + ‘ ) ’
Opt−Sho t → ( ‘− ’ + ( Sho t | ToD ) ) | {}
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Opt−M → Mod | {}
Opt−P → Opt−H | prep
Opt−ToD → ( ‘− ’ + ToD ) | {}
Opt−H → ‘−’ | {}
prep ∈ {“on, “with”, “to”, “towards”, “from”, “in”, “un-

der”, “over”, “above”, “around”, “into”}
type ∈ set with enumerated shot types
place, person, obj, time → names or expressions

In-Line Caps

Some words in stage direction are capitalized which we
refer to as in-line caps; in a subset of cases, this notation
indicates that the word or words in caps are an entity played
by an actor/actress appearing on screen for the first time in
the film and indicates they will have some dialogue. Other
reasons for using in-line caps are to describe sound effects
or off-screen sounds (including the thing that makes the
sound) or for denoting camera actions that appear in stage
direction. As Riley (2009) points out, a new shot heading
isn’t necessary for camera movements such as panning or
zooming.

INT. SUBMARINE - GALLEY - NIGHT

Nason and his guys fight the fire. They
are CHOKING on smoke. PAN TO Ensign
Menendez, leading in a fresh contingent
of men to join the fight. One of them
is TITO.

In this example2, the shot includes a pan movement of the
camera to Ensign Menendez, we hear the sound of choking,
and Tito is a character whose actor is shown on screen for
the first time.

Transitions

Transitions indicate how a shot or scene changes to the next
(Riley 2009). The only transition that occurs on the left-hand
side of the page is “FADE IN”; otherwise, transitions are dis-
tinctively indented to the right-hand side. Transitions have
different functions: “FADE OUT”, “FADE TO BLACK”,
and “CUT TO BLACK” usually indicate the end of the film.
Other types include cuts and dissolves (also wipes, but these
seem to be less functional).

A cut is an instantaneous shift and is the most common
shot transition; however, they are typically only explicitly
written into a screenplay when they are being used to em-
phasize or contrast. The Hollywood Standard provides sev-
eral examples such as:

Jenny smells the rose.

HARD CUT TO:

SCREAMING LOCOMOTIVE

2Example modified from The Hollywood Standard (Riley 2009)

and

The fat lady opens her mouth to sing.

MATCH CUT TO:

LITTLE SALLY SALTER

A dissolve is a gradual transition from one image to an-
other which may imply a passage of time or entering into a
character’s imagination (Riley 2009).

Dialogue

Dialogue has distinctive indenting. This example is from
Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark (Kasdan and
Lucas 1981):

As the mine car is about to disappear
into the tunnel -

INDY

(to Marion)

Get down!

Page Formatting

Filmmakers tacitly agree to use the convention that one
script page translates to one minute of finished film, on av-
erage (Riley 2009). As a result, the spacing and formatting
of a page may reflect the pace of the action and the number
of minutes into the film the action is occurring. Screenwrit-
ers use heuristics and strategies about the pacing of action in
films (e.g., Story Map (Calvisi 2011)). Screenplay pages are
57 lines.

Parsing Screenplays

We have developed a tool for this project called ScreenPy
(Winer 2017) to parse screenplay elements which uses the
actively maintained PyParsing module (McGuire 2006), a
recursive descent parser.

Definition 1 (Shot Heading) A parsed shot heading is a
tuple of the form 〈T, Loc, ST, Subj, ToD, τ〉 where T ∈
{‘INT.’, ‘EXT.’, ‘INT./EXT.’, ∅}, Loc is a list of increasingly
specific locations (or empty), ST is a shot type from from
an enumerated list of types (or empty), Subj is a word or
phrase (or blank), ToD is a word or phrase for the time of
day (or blank), and τ is the starting and stopping index of the
heading in the screenplay when read as a text file. Shot head-
ings must have at least one non-empty item. A shot heading
is a master heading just when T is nonempty.

The key insight to implementing the grammar for shot
headings is that the accuracy relies on classifying ST
and ToD. A Loc is extracted just when it’s preceded by
INT./EXT., and a Loc cannot be followed immediately by
a Subj (which would make it difficult to detect the Loc -
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Figure 2: A schematic of the hierarchical structure of screen-
play segments; ‘sd’ = stage direction, ‘dlg’ = dialogue.

Subj boundary). ScreenPy is loaded with an exhaustively
enumerated set of camera shot keywords such as “WIDE”,
“TRACKING”, and “TILT” to detect ST words and phrases
which do not contain the word “SHOT”. We also look for
prepositional keywords (e.g., ‘ON’, ‘TO’, ‘WITH’, etc.) as
a ST - Subj boundaries, as in “CLOSE ON CNN CORRE-
SPONDENT”.
ScreenPy use a multi-tier approach to detect if a

shot heading element is a ToD (e.g., “3 AM” or “MID-
MORNING”) rather than a Subj.

1. First, we use the heading context: if the word or phrase
is not the last element of the shot heading, then it cannot
be a ToD, and if it follows two hyphens from ST , then
it must be a ToD. This leaves instances when the shot
heading is one element or the element in question follows
a shot type. If it follows Loc and is not a ST , then it also
must be a ToD because Subj cannot follow Loc.

2. Second, we use Python’s datetime module’s is date
method as inclusive criteria.

3. Third, the word or phrase may have a keyword or
keyphrase from enumerated list (e.g., ‘sunrise’, ‘sunset’,
‘dusk’, ‘birthday’, ‘annual’, ‘christmas’), then it is in-
cluded.

4. If it is neither a datetime nor on the enumerated list, then
we use the sense2vec module (Trask, Michalak, and Liu
2015) to rate the similarity of the word or phrase to the
word “time”, and if the score is above an arbitrary thresh-
old “0.55” (which is pretty similar), then we also label it
as ToD. If it fails these criteria and is not a ST , then it is
a Subj.

Temporal information extraction is an active area of re-
search (e.g., SUTime (Chang and Manning 2012)) and fu-
ture implementations of ScreenPy should use an approach
or off-the-shelf system for better accuracy and to extract the
meaning of the ToD and fit it into a timeline.
ScreenPy decomposes the screenplay into a set of

primitive-level segments (see Figure 2). It extracts speaker
- dialogue pairs based on the center-indented title of the
speaker and extra indent of the dialogue and treat these
as a special dialogue-typed segments. Center-indented titles
which are not followed by dialogue are actually titles and
are ignored.

Definition 2 (Segment) A segment is a tuple of the form
〈H,E,C〉 where either H is a shot heading and E is stage
direction or H is a speaker and E is dialogue, and C is the

set of capitalized words or phrases in E. If s is a segment
of the form 〈H,E,C〉, let head(s) = H , text(s) = E, and
caps(s) = C.

If the shot heading is a master heading, then it is a scene
which is hierarchically above non-master segments.

Definition 3 (Master Segment) A master segment is a 2-
tuple 〈mhead, S〉 where mhead is a master shot heading and
S = s0, ..., sn indicating that mhead is followed by n shot
segments s1 through sn, head(s0) = mhead, and if mhead

is followed by stage direction E, then text(s0) = E and
otherwise text(s0) = ∅. If m is a master segment of the form
〈h, S〉, a parent link written m�s indicates that s ∈ S.

ScreenPy extracts transitions using their right-side in-
dent and treat these as labeled edges between segments.
A transition between segments si, si+1 with label t (e.g.,
“CUT TO”) is written si −→

t
si+1.

Definition 4 (Screenplay) A screenplay is a tuple of the
form 〈S,Δ, P 〉 where S is an ordered list of segments (in-
cluding master segments), Δ is a set of transitions between
segments in S, and P is a set of parent links between seg-
ments in S. If m is a master segment in parent link m�s,
then m ≺ s in S.

The following segment from the screenplay of Indiana
Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark (Kasdan and Lucas
1981) consists of a shot heading following by stage direc-
tion.

AT THE VINED LANDING

Indy sails through sideways and rolls
to a stop at the bottom of the steps.
His whip is grasped in his hand. As he
raises himself, he hears, from above
the giant spikes of the Chamber of
Light CLANG! and an abrupt, sickening
rendition of SATIPO’S LAST SCREAM. Indy
runs up the steps. The rumbling sound
grows louder.

The resulting JSON object for this segment (the out-
put of our parser) appears in Figure 3. The “start” and
“stop” indices refer to positions in the screenplay text when
read as a string.

Data Collection

We have made available a corpus of screenplays where each
scene is parsed into its constituent parts in the form of a
JSON object as described in the previous section. We col-
lected 1068 raw screenplays from IMSDb. A first round of
JSON objects have been produced using ScreenPy (Winer
2017).

About 8% of the screenplays could not be parsed because
they had little or no formatting such as the indentations that
would help distinguish shot headings from speakers, which
is needed to distinguish dialogue from stage direction. Of the
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Table 1: Analysis on parser’s output on IMSDb screenplays by genre. MSegs are master segments, Dlgs are dialogue segments,
and the remaining are the average number of segments per screenplay which contain the attribute. Screenplays can have multiple
genre tags

GENRE SCRIPTS AVG Segs AVG MSegs AVG Dlgs AVG Loc AVG Subj AVG ToD AVG ST
Action 272 897.13 60.99 608.93 60.99 192.63 50.42 16.21
Adventure 146 906.64 61.33 618.39 61.33 191.97 50.13 17.27
Animation 29 828.93 41.38 644.03 41.38 117.38 31.93 12.17
Biography 3 1007.00 93.00 806.33 93.00 101.67 69.33 9.00
Comedy 322 1039.47 49.21 788.93 49.21 170.85 43.93 13.58
Crime 189 998.83 57.93 734.36 57.93 175.66 51.67 12.43
Drama 548 1014.25 56.79 757.60 56.79 164.87 49.72 16.97
Family 32 857.59 37.25 655.69 37.25 142.22 26.50 8.53
Fantasy 91 910.67 61.51 603.43 61.51 209.64 52.43 19.78
Film-Noir 4 985.50 0.00 863.50 0.00 84.50 33.00 4.50
History 3 992.00 32.33 800.33 32.33 109.67 75.67 0.33
Horror 136 811.30 53.24 540.52 53.24 178.99 45.01 22.74
Music 5 964.60 86.80 780.60 86.80 91.20 68.80 7.80
Musical 19 776.53 25.84 619.79 25.84 104.42 27.05 13.68
Mystery 100 983.41 53.99 691.91 53.99 199.25 53.06 15.99
Romance 180 1083.65 53.77 809.06 53.77 175.68 54.46 22.27
Sci-Fi 136 910.33 70.27 606.99 70.27 194.36 52.03 17.62
Short 3 184.67 21.00 124.67 21.00 31.00 15.00 7.67
Sport 2 1327.50 194.00 389.50 194.00 663.50 92.50 4.00
Thriller 349 917.83 59.92 636.65 59.92 184.40 47.76 19.61
War 25 948.92 62.04 611.92 62.04 233.52 55.92 23.08
Western 13 893.77 70.92 602.92 70.92 177.92 49.08 49.62
sum 2607 20240.51 1303.51 14296.05 1303.51 3895.30 1095.38 334.85
avgs 118.5 920.02 59.25 649.82 59.25 177.06 49.79 15.22

92%, occasional errors are found. The reasons for these er-
rors are still being reviewed to debug the parser. Sometimes
these are due to differences in the formatting or digits in
areas which refer to revisions to the draft (and are therefore
rectifiable). We plan to account for these variations as best as
possible and iteratively re-release the corpus as ScreenPy
is improved.

We summarize some basic findings for our parser’s output
on the basis of the segments extracted in Table 1. These stats
will be used to help find errors in our segmentation.

Knowledge Extraction

We propose to extract storytelling patterns from screenplays
to address the authorial bottleneck problem referenced in
the introduction. The overall goal is to learn hierarchical
cinematic narrative discourse patterns for narrative genera-
tion (Jhala and Young 2010; Young et al. 2013) where an
instantiated pattern would represent a generated segment
whose subplan consists of actions taken by characters and
whose preconditions and effects include conditions associ-
ated with features of the segment. These patterns would then
be used for automated cinematic narrative generation. We
will focus specifically on segments containing stage direc-
tion and leave dialogue for future work. The task of learning
plan-based operators is broken into stages: 1] lexical action
recognition, and 2] schema induction. In this paper, we de-
scribe the first stage and provide definitions relevant to the
second.

Figure 3: JSON object resulting from the parse of a screen-
play fragment from Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the
Lost Ark.

Lexical Action Recognition

After collecting segments as in Figure 4, we propose to map
clauses in stage direction to STRIPS-style (Fikes and Nils-
son 1972) action schemata for a domain of interest provided
as input. The planning domain provided as input may be tai-
lored for a specific genre (e.g., Western shootouts, dragon
slaying, etc.) or represent a generic set of action types that
can occur in a wide variety of contexts. Action schemata in a
planning domain are manually annotated with a set of lexical
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Figure 4: Schematic of the lexical action recognition process

constraints.

Definition 5 (Action) An action schema is a tuple of the
form 〈t, V, a, P,E〉 where t is an action name, V is an or-
dered list of typed variables, a ∈ V ∪∅ is an agent which per-
forms the action, P is a set of function-free literal precondi-
tions, and E is a set of function-free literal effects. If s is an
action schema of the form 〈t, V, a, P,E〉, let eff(s) = E
and pre(s) = P .

It would not be sufficient to label action schemata with
specific verbs because verbs have a variety of meanings. In
computational linguistics, word-sense disambiguation is the
task of identifying which sense of a word is used in a sen-
tence when a word has multiple meanings. This task tends
to be more difficult with verbs than nouns because verbs
have more senses on average than nouns and may be part
of a multiword phrase (Del Corro, Gemulla, and Weikum
2014). Verb sense disambiguation (VSD) is aided by syn-
tactic pruning (a verb sense may be limited to a number of
syntactic patterns), and semantic pruning (a verb sense is
limited to a number of semantic argument types) (Del Corro,
Gemulla, and Weikum 2014).

We leverage two widely used lexical databases: FrameNet
(Baker, Fillmore, and Lowe 1998) and WordNet (Fell-
baum 2010). The FrameNet database uses frames which
are schematic representations of types of situations such as
an action’s operation and relationships between arguments.
It includes 1,200 frames, but not all are associated with
verbs or verb phrases (and we are only interested in those
which are). We use an off-the-shelf frame-semantic parser
Semafor (Das and Smith 2011) to identify verb and argu-
ment frames from an input sentence.

However, frames are insufficient for the task because they
do not commit to a particular instance of a situation. For ex-
ample, the Cause change of position on scale frame, which
means that an agent or cause affects of the position of an
item on some scale from one value to another, does not in-
dicate if the movement of that value is to increase or de-
crease. For this reason, we also use the WordNet database

Figure 5: Abbreviated JSON object from Figure 3 after verb
sense disambiguation.

which groups words into synsets, categories representing
synonyms which can be shared among verbs. We use the off-
the-shelf clause parser ClausIE (Del Corro and Gemulla
2013) to identify clauses in a sentence and to label the type
of clause from set {SV, SVA, SVC, SVO, SVOO, SVOA,
SVOC} where S is subject, V is verb, O is object, C is com-
plement, and A is adverbial. We use the clause type to prune
the set of possibly synsets for a verb instance as done in
other work (Del Corro, Gemulla, and Weikum 2014).

We use WordNet synsets and FrameNet frames to manu-
ally characterize action schemata.

Definition 6 (Action Sense Profile) If t is an action or
clause, then t’s action sense profile is a tuple of the from
〈St, Ft〉 where St is a set of synsets associated with the sense
of verb uses which can represent t and Ft is a set of frames
associated with the intended category for the operation of t.

Given a text segment x and planning domain with ac-
tion schemata O each annotated with an action sense pro-
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file, we assign schemata in O to verbs in x. Figure 4 shows
a schematic of the lexical action recognition process (lexi-
cal as opposed to visual action recognition such as in video
(Liu, Luo, and Shah 2009)). The criteria for an assignment
should be minimally that if v is a verb instance and o is an
action schema, then assign o to v just when |Sv ∩ So| >
0 ∧ |Fv ∩ Fo| > 0.

An example output of the VSD process given the segment
in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 5. We have not yet anno-
tated action schemata with sense profiles needed to com-
plete the action recognition process. After action recogni-
tion, if clause c is paired with an action schema type a, then
|Fc∩Fa| > 0 and these frame(s) are used to define bindings
between arguments of c and parameters of a for substitution.
The type of c (e.g., SVO) is also used to inform binding de-
cisions.

The instantiated action schema is an action instance. An
action instance is partial just when at least one argument is
not substituted.

Definition 7 (Action Segment) Given a segment s =
〈H,E,C〉, an action segment representing s is a tuple of
the form 〈H,A,Ha, Ca〉 where A is an ordered list of ac-
tion instances extracted from E, Ha is the set of parameters
in actions in A which are substituted by elements of H , and
Ca is the set of parameters in actions in A which are substi-
tuted by capitalized words or phrases in C.

Schema Induction

The second stage for learning hierarchical patterns rep-
resenting screenplay segments is schema induction. Our
methodology will be inspired by similar work such as learn-
ing narrative scripts from commonly co-occurring verb in-
stances in news stories (Chambers and Jurafsky 2008) and
learning from crowdsourced stories about the same event (Li
et al. 2013). The details for this process are still in develop-
ment, so this section only provides definitions relevant to
defining features that would play a role in our approach.

Action segments are mapped to a vector representation.
Features, the positions on the vector, are defined relative to
an action segment and its local context. A feature is created
for each action schemata in the input planning domain and
for potential causal links between actions.

Definition 8 (Potential Causal Link) Two partial action
instances ai, aj are in a potential causal link, denoted ai

p−→
aj , just when ai ≺ aj in the text, ∃e, p′ where e ∈ eff(ai),
p′ ∈ pre(aj) and p is the most-general-unifier of e and p′,
and ¬∃a′ s.t. ai ≺ a′ ≺ aj and ¬p ∈ eff(a′).

Features are created for each action parameter represent-
ing the entities of focus in a segment.

Definition 9 (Focus) The focus of an an action segment s of
the form 〈H,A,Ha, Ca〉 are Ha ∪ Ca. Two sequences s, s′
where s = 〈H ′, A′, H ′

a, C
′
a〉 share focus just when |H ′

a ∩
Ha| > 0 or |C ′

a∩Ca| > 0 or subj = subj′ where subj ∈ H
and subj′ ∈ H ′.

Camera shot types are binned into categories (e.g., close,
wide, medium, tracking, dolly, pan, etc.) and a feature is cre-
ated for each type.

Features are created for each type of transition and for the
hierarchical structure of the scene (e.g., two segments which
are recipients of a parent link from the same master segment
are in the same scene).

Locations in the shot headings are hierarchically struc-
tured. Two locations are siblings when they are both sub-
locations of the same general location. A location is a parent
of another if one is a sub-location of another.

A segment heading which has no ToD takes on the ToD
from the previous segment. Two action segments are at the
same time just when they have the same ToD. Future work
would benefit from binning changes to ToD into categories
reflecting meaningful differences in time.

Conclusion

We presented the structural elements of screenplays, intro-
duced a parsing strategy and tool to automate annotation,
discussed our current status for data collection, and proposed
future work for extracting storytelling knowledge. The ma-
jor contributions described in this paper are a) the identifi-
cation of the structure of information in shot headings, b)
the description of a means of extracting that information,
and c) a technical agenda for extracting storytelling knowl-
edge from screenplay segments. The approach implements
a parser whose grammar follows the authoritative guide for
writing screenplays. The resulting corpus and the parser are
accessible for download. We hope to expand the corpus and
to improve the tool to account for our errors.
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